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Nowadays, opinion summarization technologies have brought conveniences to 
consumers worldwide by making an abstract of the public opinions on a given product 
automatically from massive online product reviews. However, state-of-the-art opinion 
summarization systems, which provide a static, coarse grained summary for each 
product, have their limits in handling highly dynamic and personalized user preferences; 
and thus fail to function fully when users need constant support in the pre-consumption 
session of evaluating candidate products.  
In this paper we propose to facilitate consumption decision by personalized 
multi-product summarizations. The aim is to tailor brief summarizations that cover 
important information on users’ preferred aspects and clear distinctions among products. 
In order to achieve high brevity, focused coverage on preferred aspects, and clarity on 
distinguished aspects, we first present to model the personalized multi-product 
summarization as a minimal representative feature set problem, with a set of mutable 
radiuses on separated regions. Each region consists of opinions on various product 
aspects, which are semantically related to each other in the form of a product aspect 
hierarchy. A preference weight inferred real-time and dictinctions between products are 
assigned to each product aspect in the hierarchy to obtain the optimal radiuses.  
Then we present to automatically extract the product aspects and the hierarchy 
from online reviews, supervised by a few annotated aspects and semantic relationships. 
Opinion mining techniques are exploited to learn new aspects and the rankings between 
every pair of aspects. We present a greedy algorithm to generate the product aspect 
hierarchy with maximal recall on the rankings.  
Experimental results on real data sets, as well as user studies, demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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择，所以她会随机选择 A 和 B 两种型号的笔记本电脑。接着，她发现大量的负
面评价是关于 A 的电池，相反地，对于 B 的电池有很多正面评价。Alice 是一个
经常需要出差的商人，所以她觉得电池的性能对她而言是很重要的。因此，她舍
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